Spirit Week 2021 [Virtual Edition]
spirit.uchicago.edu

Annual UChicago tradition where you learn about or experience a tradition, take time to reflect on your own spirituality or test your religious literacy. Participate for a chance to win prizes.

Show some school spirit! Which school/division do you think will win this CAMPUS WIDE COMPETITION?

TRIVIA NIGHT
APRIL 27 | 8:30–9:30 PM (CST) | REGISTER

Rally your friends and classmates for a cross-campus religious literacy trivia competition. SIGN UP under your school or division and build your team. The more teammates, the better your chances of winning.

FACT CHECKING PIOUS PASTS: TIKTOK MARATHON
APRIL 20 | 8:30–9:30 PM (CST) | INSTAGRAM LIVE @UCHICAGO_SPIRITUALLIFE

Join UChicago Spiritual Life team members, Adrian and Anna, on Instagram LIVE for a lighthearted and curiosity-fueled session of TikTok viewing, where they will track down the deeper truths behind religious TikTok videos.

INSTAGRAM SCAVENGER HUNT
APRIL 21 | BEGINS AT 9 AM (CST) | INSTAGRAM STORY @UCHICAGO_SPIRITUALLIFE

How well do you know UChicago? How many riddles can you solve to identify UChicago buildings and locations around campus. The hunt begins on Instagram STORY. Submit guesses on the app & compete for a prize!

"MORAL COMPASS" GEO-GUESSER CHALLENGE
APRIL 22–23 | 8:30 PM (CST) FOR 24 HOURS | REGISTER TO ACCESS GAME

Join UChicago Spiritual Life team members, Adrian and Anna, on Instagram LIVE for a lighthearted and curiosity-fueled session of TikTok viewing, where they will track down the deeper truths behind religious TikTok videos.

SPIRITUAL ACTIVITIES FOR SELF-CARE
TAG US IN A POST/STORY OF HOW YOU PARTICIPATE IN SPIRITUAL CARE FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A SPIRITUAL CARE GIFT BOX!

- CONTEMPLATION • SPEND TIME IN NATURE • REGULAR ACTS OF COMPASSION
- READ AN UPLIFTING BOOK • SILENCE • PRAYER CHANTING
- YOGA, MEDITATION, T'AI CHI OR SIMILAR DISCIPLINED PRACTICE

"LEARN ABOUT OTHER TRADITIONS!
Visit our website for information on additional events sponsored by the various faith communities at UChicago.

Spiritual Life—where the bottom line is meaning.